I-90/Jane Addams Tollway
Widening and Reconstruction
Pace Express Bus Accommodations
Phase I Engineering

2. Evaluations
2.0. Alternative 1a - EB I-90 Existing Lane Configuration of Plaza 19
The existing traffic operations of traffic using
Plaza 19 are evaluated twofold. The first
evaluation uses the volume-to-capacity ratio, v/c
ratio, as a performance measure of lane utilization
for each of the ten Plaza 19 lanes. The second
evaluation examines traffic weaving operations
between entering EB I-90 and I-294 traffic, and
exiting Lane 76 and Lane 77, i.e., IPO lanes and
Lane 71 through Lane 75, i.e., MLT lanes.
To derive v/c ratios, some assumptions are made. For capacity, ORT lanes, IPO lanes,
and system ramp lane traffic have a free-flow speed of 60 mi/h and operates as a basic freeway
segment lane, i.e., c = 2300 pc/h as per 2010 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), p.11-4. For
MLT lane traffic, a free-flow speed of 30 mi/h and ramp roadway operation are assumed, i.e., c =
1900 pc/h as per 2010 HCM, Exhibit 13-10. The peak hour volumes shown in Figure 1 are
converted to peak passenger-car flow rates assuming a peak hour factor, PHF = 0.94, a heavy
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vehicle percentage, PT = 5% for urban areas, and a commuter driver population factor, fp =1.0, as
per 2010 HCM, Exhibit 11-16. Sample calculations are presented in Appendix A.5.0. Lane
utilization of the ten lanes is shown in Figure 5.
A collector-distributor weaving segment is formed between entering I-90 and I-294
traffic and the point where the lanes begin to diverge to Plaza 19. This segment short length, LS,
is 550 feet. The two traffic origins to the weaving segment are EB I-90 slip ramp and I-294 two-
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lane system ramp. The two destinations are two IPO lanes, i.e., Lane 76 and Lane 77, and five
MLT lanes, i.e., Lane 71 through Lane 75. From the Plaza 19 data, of the 1900 veh/h that used
Lane 71 through Lane 77, 14.7% paid by cash. Thus, 280 vehicles through Plaza 19in the peak
hour used the five MLT lanes.Assuming that 7% of I-90 vehicles, i.e., 200 veh/h, will pay cash
and must use the one-lane slip ramp to access the five MLT lanes, this defines one, weaving,
ramp-to-freeway movement. At minimum, traffic in this movement must make at least 2 lane
changes to reach the destination.The other weaving movement of 1620 veh/h flows from I-294
feeder ramp to the two IPO lanes, i.e., Lane 76 and Lane 77. At minimum, traffic in this
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PROJECT PURPOSE:
• Evaluate Existing Toll Plaza Throughput
• Model Direct Express Bus to CTA Rosemont Station
• Establish Intermodal Passenger Access and Site Plan
DAMA Consultants, Inc., worked with HDR Engineering, Inc., to model
the River Road Interchange from the I-90/Jane Addams Tollway and
identify express bus access options between the Tollway and the CTA
Rosemont Station.
DAMA built a model of the interchange and the CTA Rosemont Station
in VISSIM to identify toll plaza usage and potential tollway throughput.
Model allowed DAMA to locate express bus access lanes between the
toll plaza and the CTA Rosemont Station and to limit the impact on
general Tollway traffic.
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II.1

II.2

General Information
Analyst: J Fazio
Agency or Company: DAMA Consultants, Inc.
Date performed: February 24, 2013
Analysis Time Period: Peak Hour
Analysis Year: 2013
Site Information
Highway and compass direction of travel: WB I-90
Influence AreaLocation: E of River Rd and W of I-190 Ramp
Jurisdiction: ISTHA

III. Freeway Merge and Diverge Segment Methodology
Step 1 - Input Data, Demand Flow Adjustments, and Compute Adjusted
Flow Rates
Facility type: F for o(F)f-ramp freeway junction
Analysis type: O for (O)perational
terrain type : L for (L)evel
Type = Upstream off-ramp is present.
LUP= 4674 feet
Type = No downstream ramp is present.
FFS =
60.0 mi/h
PHF =
0.940
fp =
1.000
NF =
3 lanes
VF = 3200 veh/h
PT =
5.0 % of freeway traffic
ET =
1.5 for freeway traffic
PR =
0.0 % of freeway traffic
ER =
1.2 for freeway traffic
fHV =
0.976 for freeway traffic
vF = 3489 pc/h/ln
SFR =
55.0 mi/h
NR =
2 lane(s)
SIDE = RIGHT-SIDE off-ramp
LD =
510 feet
LD1 =
135 feet
VR = 1290 veh/h
PT =
5.0 % of off-ramp traffic
ET =
1.5 for off-ramp traffic
PR =
0.0 % of off-ramp traffic
ER =
1.2 for off-ramp traffic
fHV =
0.976 for off-ramp
vR = 1407 pc/h
Upstream ramp information:
Type = upstream Off-Ramp
NUP =
2 ln
SIDEUP = upstream right-side ramp
LUP= 4674 feet
VU = 3300 veh/h
PT =
5.0 % of upstream ramp traffic
ET =
1.5 for upstream ramp traffic
PR =
0.0 % of upstream ramp traffic
ER =
1.2 for upstream ramp traffic
fHV =
0.976 for upstream ramp
vU = 3598 pc/h
Downstream ramp information:
Type = no downstream ramp has influence
Step 2 - Compute demand flow rate in Lanes 1 and 2 immediately
upstream of the ramp influence area
vF = 3489 pc/h
vR = 1407 pc/h
LUP= 4674 feet
LD =
645 feet
LDeff =
645 feet
PFD =
0.450
v12= 2344 pc/h
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